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Abstract

We propose candidate models for IGRF-12. These models were derived from parent models built from 10 months of
Swarm satellite data and 1.5 years of magnetic observatory data. Using the same parameterisation, a magnetic field
model was built from a slightly extended satellite data set. As a result of discrepancies between magnetic field
intensity measured by the absolute scalar instrument and that calculated from the vector instrument, we re-calibrated
the satellite data. For the calibration, we assumed that the discrepancies resulted from a small perturbing magnetic
field carried by the satellite, with a strength and orientation dependent on the Sun’s position relative to the satellite.
Scalar and vector data were reconciled using only a limited number of calibration parameters. The data selection
process, followed by the joint modelling of the magnetic field and Euler angles, leads to accurate models of the main
field and its secular variation around 2014.0. The obtained secular variation model is compared with models based on
CHAMP satellite data. The comparison suggests that pulses of magnetic field acceleration that were observed on
short time scales average-out over a decade.
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Background
The International Geomagnetic Reference Field (IGRF)
is a geomagnetic field model used for numerous scien-
tific and industrial applications. It is updated every 5
years (Macmillan et al. 2003; Maus et al. 2005; Finlay
et al. 2010). The model is determined by a group of geo-
magnetic field modellers associated with the International
Association of Geomagnetism and Aeronomy (IAGA) and
built by comparison of different model candidates gener-
ated by scientists affiliated to different institutions around
the world. A single institution can propose only one series
of models. In this short paper, we present themodel candi-
dates proposed by scientists of the GFZ German Research
Centre for Geosciences, in collaboration with scientists
from other institutions.
Three model candidates were provided for the IGRF-

12: two main field model snapshots, one for 2010 and
one for 2015, and a predictive linear secular variation
(SV) covering years 2015 to 2020. The main field model
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for 2015 and the SV model were derived from a parent
model built from a combination of Swarm satellites and
observatory data. This parent model includes a complex
time-dependent parameterisation of the core field, a
static representation of the lithospheric field, the external
fields and their induced counterparts. Weaker signals,
such as the field generated by the tidal motion of the
oceans, are not modelled. Hereinafter, we do not present
the derivation of this parent model but a very similar
model built following the same approach and using a
slightly longer time series of satellite data that have been
re-calibrated. In the same way, the parent model of the
main field snapshot for 2010 is not described. It has
been derived from observatory and CHAMP satellite
data but otherwise follows the same model parame-
terisation as the parent model derived from Swarm
data.
The Swarm constellation of satellites was launched in

November 2013, but the satellites reached their survey
orbits only by mid-April 2014. At this early stage of the
mission, the data are not yet fully calibrated and a specific
data set has been provided by the European Space Agency
(ESA) to be used for modelling purposes. However, some
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difficulties had to be handled in order to use these data.
In particular, each satellite is carrying two instruments
for magnetic measurements, and a correction had to
be applied to explain the observed differences between
the calculated magnetic field strength from the vector
fluxgate measurements (VFM) and the magnetic total
intensity obtained form the absolute scalar measure-
ments (ASM). The first part of the second section of this
paper is dedicated to the description of this correction.
We made the choice to present here the latest version
of the different correction processes we studied and the
field model associated with it. It will be shown in the
last section of this paper that our IGRF candidates are
very similar to the model obtained with this corrected
data set. Of course, the parent model of our IGRF can-
didates also used corrected data, but with a slightly less
robust correction process than the one presented below.
Outside this re-calibration, the processing path used to
obtain accurate models of the magnetic field is similar
to that of previous models of the magnetic field model
series GRIMM (Lesur et al. 2008, 2010; Mandea et al.
2012; Lesur et al. 2015) We note however that, unlike
during the CHAMP epoch, only a very short time span of
satellite data was available at the end of September 2014
when the IGRF candidates were submitted. Therefore,
observatory data had to be used to obtain robust models.
Furthermore, specific regularisation processes had to
be introduced in order to obtain models of acceptable
quality.
The next section described the methods used to obtain

the field models. In the first step of the modelling effort,
data are selected and processed. This is described in detail
in the second sub-section. The model parameterisation
is explained in the third sub-section and the data inver-
sion process in the fourth. The results are presented in the
third section and discussed.

Methods
Corrections of the ASM-VFM differences
On each Swarm satellite, two types of instruments are
providing magnetic data. The scalar instrument provides
ASM data. These are absolute data, possibly corrected for
stray fields (e.g. the magnetic field generated by the tor-
quers), but otherwise not sensitive to temperature changes
or ageing. In contrast, the vector data provided by the
fluxgates - i.e. VFM data - need full calibration. After
correction of stray fields and possible temperature drift,
nine parameters per satellite have to be estimated for this
calibration:

- Three scaling values, one for each of the three
sensors, in the directions (defined below) E1, E2 and
E3, respectively. These three scaling parameters are
s1, s2 and s3.

- Three offset values, one for each of the three sensors,
in the directions E1, E2 and E3, respectively. These
three offset parameters are o1, o2 and o3.

- Three angles, called the non-orthogonality angles,
that are calculated to insure that the three magnetic
field components are in orthogonal directions. These
three angles are a12, a23 and a31. They describe
deviations from 90° of the angles between the E1E2,
E2E3 and E3E1 sensor directions, respectively – i.e. if
a12, a23 and a31 are zero, then the E1, E2 and E3
sensor directions are already along orthogonal
directions. In the process of estimating these three
angles, the E1 direction is assumed fixed and is not
modified. The re-orientation of the obtained
orthogonal set of directions relative to the Earth-
fixed, Earth-centred coordinate system is performed
at a later stage of the processing, sometimes
simultaneously with the field modelling process.

The VFM sensor E1, E2, and E3 directions correspond
roughly to the direction perpendicular to the satellite
boom oriented down, the direction perpendicular to the
boom oriented right relative to the satellite flying direc-
tion, and the direction along the boom oriented toward
the scalar magnetometer, respectively. From the experi-
ence gained during previous satellite missions, it is known
that the calibration parameters estimated on ground have
to be re-estimated in flight. A description of the param-
eters defined for CHAMP and Ørsted satellites can be
found in (Merayo et al. 2000; Olsen et al. 2003; Yin
and Lühr 2011; Yin et al. 2013). In the case of Swarm
satellites, the non-orthogonality angles and the offsets
are not expected to change with time, whereas the scal-
ing is likely to change slowly with time because of the
ageing of the magnetometers. Due to the structure and
mechanical properties of the magnetometers onboard
Swarm satellites, it is expected that the rate of change of
these scaling values is the same for the three orthogonal
directions.
The calibration process requires that the strength of

the magnetic field measured by the VFM matches the
ASM scalar data. If data are collected over a full day, this
requirement allows the estimation of snapshot values of
these nine parameters. This is possible because the orien-
tation of the measured magnetic field changes during the
orbits and the day, relative to the sensors. Nonetheless, the
estimated calibration parameters are not very robust and
often only few of these nine parameters are estimated, or
they are estimated on periods longer than one day. Tech-
nically, this match is obtained by least-squares, adjusting
the parameters to minimise the sum of the squared differ-
ences between ASM and VFM field strengths (see Olsen
et al. 2003; Yin and Lühr 2011). For a datum i, the relation
between ASM and VFM data is:
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FASM(i) =
√
B2
c1(i) + B2

c2(i) + B2
c3(i) + ε(i), (1)

where FASM are the scalar ASM data. Bc1, Bc2 and Bc3
are corrected vector VFM data in the E1, E2 E3 direc-
tions, respectively. ε is the difference between the ASM
and corrected VFM field strengths. The relation between
corrected VFM data and measured VFM data is:⎧⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎩

Bc1 = Bo1−o1
s1

Bc2 =
[
Bo2−o2

s2 − sin a12 Bc1
]

1
cos a12

Bc3 =
[
Bo3−o3

s3 − cos a31 sin a23 Bc2 − sin a31 Bc1
]

1
cos a23 cos a31

(2)

where Bo1, Bo2 and Bo3 are observed vector VFM data.
We note that these relations are non-linear. Also, Bc2
depends on Bc1, and Bc3 depends on Bc1 and Bc2. These
three relations become independent as soon as the non-
orthogonality angles are zero. Slightly different, but equiv-
alent, relations have been used for Ørsted, CHAMP and
in official Swarm processing chains (Olsen et al. 2003; Yin
and Lühr 2011). The inverse transform to compute the
observed vector field from its corrected values is:{Bo1 = s1Bc1 + o1
Bo2 = s2 [cos a12 Bc2 + sin a12 Bc1] + o2
Bo3 = s3 [cos a31 [cos a23 Bc3 + sin a23 Bc2] + sin a31 Bc1] + o3 .

(3)

To illustrate the difficulties with Swarm data, we used
the full Swarm A magnetic data set (baseline 0301/0302),
where the usual processing steps that apply the calibra-
tion on a daily basis are dropped. Instead, the parameters
estimated on ground are applied, and a constant scaling
factor, the same for all three directions, is recalculated so
that roughly acceptable values of field measurements, in
nT, are obtained. The data are also selected to keep only
valid data as indicated by the different flags. The deriva-
tion of this data set is described in Tøffner-Clausen 2014.
The data set is very large (24,345,289 vector data values);
therefore, the data are sub-sampled to one vector mea-
surement every 20 s and rejected during obvious manoeu-
vres. This way we obtained a data set from 25 November
2013 to 30 September 2014, consisting of 1,188,891 vec-
tor data values. The data set is relatively clean, and only
few noisy data can be identified after this process as it will
become evident later. We then apply our own processing,
as defined above, where we assume the offsets and angles
to be constant in time, and a linear variation of the scaling
with time. The calculated offset, scaling and angle values
are given in Table 1. The residuals of the least-squares
fit to the data are shown in Figure 1. We observed unex-
pected large residuals that vary rapidly in time. Along a
single orbit, variations can be as large as 7 nT peak-to-
peak. Such rapid variations can be explained neither by
our processing methods nor with the daily estimates of

Table 1 Offsets, scaling and angles obtained for models
with and without Sun dependence

Without Sun dependence With Sun dependence

Offsets

E1 0.9656 nT 0.6768 nT

E2 −1.8153 nT −1.8555 nT

E3 0.1655 nT 0.0696 nT

Scaling

MJD = 5053.7

E1 1.0 + 0.915 10−4 1.0 + 0.820 10−4

E2 1.0 + 1.024 10−4 1.0 + 0.578 10−4

E3 1.0 − 0.254 10−4 1.0 − 0.211 10−4

MJD = 5410.4

E1 1.0 − 0.090 10−4 1.0 − 0.007 10−4

E2 1.0 − 1.456 10−4 1.0 − 0.430 10−4

E3 1.0 − 1.176 10−4 1.0 − 1.089 10−4

Angles

a12 0.5524 arc sec 0.8156 arc sec

a23 0.1884 arc sec −0.3925 arc sec

a31 −0.3768 arc sec −3.158 arc sec

Offsets and angles are constant in time. Their units are nT and arc-seconds,
respectively. Scalings are dimensionless, vary linearly between given dates and
are presented as small variations around unity. MJD are dates in Modified Julian
Days 2000.

the nine parameters in place in the operational Swarm
magnetic processing chain.
The main expected changes in the satellite environment

along a single orbit are the magnetic field strength and
direction, and also the temperature. The latter depends

Figure 1 Residuals of the least-squares fit to ASM data. Black dots:
residual differences between ASM data and the magnetic field
strength calculated from VFM data for the set of calibration
parameters given in Table 1. The model does not include a Sun
position dependence of the offsets. Red line: estimated local time for
data points selected within 1° of the equator when the satellite is
flying North.
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on the satellite lighting orientation. We therefore display
the obtained residuals as a function of the Sun position
relative to the satellite, where the Sun position is parame-
terised by two angles, α and β . The angle α gives the Sun
direction angle relative to the E2 VFM direction, whereas
the β angle is the angle between the −E1 VFM direction
and the projection of the Sun direction on the E1E3 VFM
plane. The angle α is 90° and β is zero when the Sun is
nearly above the satellite, shifted by 13° because of the
angle between the boom and satellite body. The angles
α and β are both 90° when the Sun is in the E3 direc-
tion.With such a parameterisation of the Sun position, the
satellite local time (LT), shown in red in Figure 1, maps in
the α angle. We therefore show in Figure 2 the residuals
to the least-squares fit, displayed as a function of the Sun
position for three different time spans, each correspond-
ing to periods between dates where the satellite is flying in
dawn-dusk orbits - i.e. 06h00, 18h00 LT.
The three panels of Figure 2 display similar patterns,

although the central panel is of the opposite sign. This is
consistent with a small magnetic perturbation carried by
the satellite, generated in the vicinity of the VFM sensors,
and that depends on the Sun’s position. In such a scenario,
the central panel where the satellite is in a descending
mode on the dayside of the Earth - i.e. flying toward South
on the dayside - should have roughly opposite sign anoma-
lies compared to the two other panels where the satellite is
flying North on the dayside of the Earth. We also observe
that the anomalies differ dependent on the Sun being on
one side of the satellite or the other - i.e. if α is smaller or
larger than 90°. We note that the maximum perturbation
is not observed when the Sun is just above the satellite,
but rather slightly on the side. Finally, we see that there
are areas, as those circled in black on the central panel in
Figure 2, where the anomalies are displaying small-scale
structures.
These observations suggested a simple modification of

the offset parameterisation: to add a Sun position depen-
dence to the otherwise constant offset values. This writes:

⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩
o1 = o01 + ∑30

l=1
∑m=l

m=−l o
l,m
1 Ym

l (α,β)

o2 = o02 + ∑30
l=1

∑m=l
m=−l o

l,m
2 Ym

l (α,β)

o2 = o03 + ∑30
l=1

∑m=l
m=−l o

l,m
3 Ym

l (α,β) ,
(4)

where the Ym
l (α,β) are spherical harmonics (SH). The

parameters o01, o
0
2 and o03 are the constant offset val-

ues, and ol,m1 , ol,m1 , ol,m1 are the parameters for the Sun
position dependence of the offsets. We choose a maxi-
mum SH degree of 30 arbitrarily. Recent experiments have
shown that this maximum degree can be reduced (Lars
Tøffner-Clausen, personal communication). In the results
presented below, we also used a SH representation for the
scaling factor up to SH degree 10, but this can probably be
dropped if a sensor temperature dependence is assumed

instead. Using this parameterisation of the anomaly, we
proceed as before and adjust the set of parameters to
minimise the differences between the ASM readings and
the strength of the magnetic field observed by the VFM
instruments through a least-squares fit.
The residuals of the least-squares fit are shown in

Figure 3. They remain weak and do not present a struc-
tured signal, neither in time nor as a function of the
Sun position. Some residuals are still large for very
short periods of time, probably associated with satel-
lite manoeuvres. The processing is therefore a success.
The Sun-dependent parts of the offsets are displayed in
Figure 4. The constant values obtained for the offsets,
non-orthogonality angles and scaling, and the slope of the
latter are given in Table 1.
The most interesting results are associated with

Sun dependence of the offsets along the E1 direc-
tion. The Sun dependence shows two strong offset
anomalies:

- A large negative anomaly when the Sun is nearly
above and behind satellite A, slightly on the right side
of the satellite when looking in the flight direction.

- A large positive anomaly, just before the Sun lowers
below the horizontal plane of the satellite, on its left
side.

The offsets in the E2 component also show a relatively
large anomaly when the Sun is slightly behind the satel-
lite on its right side when looking in the flight direction.
These Sun-dependent offsets, which are supposed to be
independent of time, correct the VFM data so that the
anomalies presented in Figure 2 vanish.
Overall, the correction is successful. It can certainly be

improved and stabilised, but what is described above was
the best model available in December 2014. The differ-
ences between ASM and VFM values for the other two
satellites are much weaker. Nonetheless, the processing
described here leads also to a good fit between ASM and
VFM data. With such a correction, the standard devia-
tion of the differences between ASM values and the field
strength, as estimated from VFM data, is around 0.17 nT
for all three satellites.

Data selection
The magnetic field models were derived from the three
Swarm L1b Baseline 0301/0302 satellite data series that
have been processed and corrected as described in the
previous section. The corrected magnetic field values in
the VFM reference frame are rotated in the required ref-
erence frame - typically the Earth-centred, Earth-fixed,
North, East, Center reference frame (NEC), when neces-
sary. We also use observatory hourly means as prepared
by Macmillan and Olsen 2013.
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Figure 2 (See legend on next column).

(See figure on previous column.)
Residuals to the least-squares fit displayed as a function of the Sun
position. Same residuals as in Figure 1 that are now displayed as a
function of the Sun position relative to the satellite and
parameterised with the two angles α,β . The colour scales correspond
to the residual amplitudes. The angles indicated on the Hammer
projection plots are equal to 90° −α. The angles indicated on the
polar plots correspond to the β values. The Sun is in the (−E1)
direction - i.e. nearly above the satellite, when 90° −α = 0 and β = 0.
The Sun is beneath the E2E3 plane when β is outside the [−90 : 90]
range. Top panel: residuals from 25 November 2013 to 25 February
2014. Central panel: residuals from 25 February 2014 to 10 July 2014.
Bottom panel: residuals from 10 July 2014 to 30 September 2014. On
the central panel, two obvious small-scale features are circled in black.

For all these data, the time is defined in Modified Julian
Days 2000 (MJD) that counts the days since 1 January 2000
at 00:00h. The time period is limited from MJD 4749 to
5479 - i.e. 2013.0 to 2015.0. Over this time span, Swarm
satellite data were available for:

- Satellite A: from MJD 5078.14 to 5369.87
- Satellite B: from MJD 5080.02 to 5369.88
- Satellite C: from MJD 5086.00 to 5369.87

The observatory data were available only up to MJD 5219.
The selection criteria used for these data are similar to

those used in GRIMM series of models - e.g. Lesur et al.
2010. We recall these criteria for completeness.
The satellite and observatory vector data are selected in

the solar magnetic (SM) coordinate system between ±55°

Figure 3 Residuals of the fit to ASM data with a Sun position
dependence of the offsets. Residual differences between ASM data
and the magnetic field strength calculated from VFM data for the set
of calibration parameters given in Table 1. The model does include a
Sun position dependence of the offsets. The red line is the estimated
local time for data points selected within 1° of the equator when the
satellite is flying North.
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Figure 4 Sun position dependence of the offsets. Perturbation vector strength in the E1, E2 and E3 directions in the VFM reference frame, as a
function of the Sun position relative to the satellite. The projection and the definition of the angles are the same as in Figure 2.

magnetic latitude for magnetically quiet times according
to the following criteria:

- Positive value of the Z-component of the
interplanetary magnetic field (IMF Bz),

- Sampling points are separated by 20 s at minimum,
- Data are selected at local time between 23:00 and

05:00, with the Sun below the horizon at 100 km
above the Earth’s reference radius (a = 6371.2 km),

- Dst values should be within ±30 nT and their time
derivatives less than 100 nT/day, and

- Quality flags set to have accurate satellite positioning
and two star cameras operating.

At high latitudes - i.e. polewards of ±55° magnetic lati-
tude - the three-component vector magnetic data are used
in the NEC system of coordinates. Their selection criteria
differ from those listed above on the following way:

- Data are selected at all local times and independently
of the Sun position.

We point here to the fact that provisional values of the
Dst index are used for selection andmodelling. The defini-
tive Dst index values are likely to be different. At the time
of data selection, no observatory data were available to

define a more suitable selection index (e.g. the VMD index
defined in Thomson and Lesur (2007)).

Model parameterisation
Away from its sources, themagnetic field can be described
as the negative gradient of potentials associated with
sources of internal and external origin:

B = −∇{Vi(θ ,φ, r, t) + Ve(θ ,φ, r, t)}
Vi(θ ,φ, r, t) = a

∑Li
l=1

∑l

m=−l

(a
r

)l+1
gml (t)Ym

l (θ ,φ)

Ve(θ ,φ, r, t) = a
∑Le

l=1

∑l

m=−l

( r
a

)l
qml (t)Ym

l (θ ,φ)

(5)

where Ym
l (θ ,φ) are the Schmidt semi-normalised spheri-

cal harmonics (SH). θ ,φ, r and a are the colatitude, longi-
tude, satellite radial position and model reference radius,
respectively, in geocentric coordinates. We use the con-
vention that negative orders, m < 0, are associated with
sin(|m|φ) terms whereas null or positive orders, m ≥ 0,
are associated with cos(mφ) terms.
For the largest wavelengths of the field generated in

the core and lithosphere (here, assumed up to SH degree
Li = 18), the reference radius used in Equation 5 is a =
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3485 km. It corresponds to the radius of the core. This
choice has no effect on the final field model unless reg-
ularisation or constraints are applied on the Gauss coef-
ficients. These are parameterised in time from 2013.0 to
2015.0, using order six B-splinesψ6

i (t), with half-year time
intervals between spline nodes. The time dependence of
the Gauss coefficients is therefore given by:

gml (t) =
Nt∑
j=1

gmlj ψ6
j (t), (6)

where Nt = 9. For the core and lithospheric field of
SH degree greater than 18, the reference radius is set
to a = 6371.2 km. The maximum SH degree used for
modelling the field of internal origin is 30, although a con-
stant field, defined in Lesur et al. (2013), covering all SH
degrees from 30 to 100 is subtracted from the data so that
only very small contributions from the lithospheric field
remain unmodelled. The remaining parts of the internal
field model are the induced fields. They are modelled in
a SM system of coordinates using four coefficients, for
Ne = 4 different 6-month time intervals, scaling the inter-
nal part of theDst index - i.e. the Ist. These coefficients are
the SH degree l = 1 coefficients and the zonal SH degree
l = 2 coefficient. The magnetic potential for the induced
field is therefore:

Vinduced(θ ,φ, r, t) =
a

∑Ne

j=1

{∑1

m=−1

(a
r

)2
gmDst
1j Ym

1 (θS,φS)

+
(a
r

)3
g0Dst2j Y 0

2 (θS,φS)

}
Hj(Ist)

(7)

where the function Hj(X) takes the value X in the
time interval [ tj : tj+1] and is zero otherwise. θS, φS
are the colatitudes and longitudes in the SM reference
frame. For observatory data, we also co-estimate crustal
offsets.
The external field parameterisation also consists of

independent parts. A slowly varying part of the exter-
nal field model is parameterised over each 6-month time
interval by a degree l = 1 order m = 0 coefficient in the
geocentric solar magnetospheric (GSM) system of coordi-
nates, and two coefficients of SH degree l = 1 with orders
m = 0 andm = −1 in the SM system of coordinates. The
rapidly varying part of the external field is controlled using
the external part of the Dst index - i.e. the Est - and the
IMFBy time series. Here again, 6-month time intervals are
used. Four scaling coefficients for the Est are introduced
in each interval in the SM system of coordinates: three for
SH degree l = 1 and orders m = −1, 0, 1 and one for SH
degree l = 2 and order m = 0. One scaling coefficient
for the IMFBy is introduced in each time interval for SH

degree l = 1 and order m = −1 in the SM system of
coordinates.
Overall, the parameterisation of the external magnetic

potential is:

Ve(θ ,φ, r, t) = r
∑Ne

j=1

{
q0GSM1j Y 0

1 (θG,φG)
}
Hj(1)

+ r
∑Ne

j=1

{
q0 SM1j Y 0

1 (θS,φS) + q−1 SM
1j Y−1

1 (θS,φS)
}
Hj(1)

+ r
∑Ne

j=1

{∑1

m=−1
qmDst
1j Ym

1 (θS,φS)+
( r
a

)
q0Dst2j Y 0

2 (θS,φS)
}
Hj(Est)

+ r
∑Ne

j=1

{
q−1 IMF
1j Y−1

1 (θS,φS)
}
Hj(IMFBy)

(8)

θG, φG and θS, φS are the colatitudes and longitudes in
GSM and SM reference frames, respectively.
We used independent external field parameterisations

for the satellite and observatory data. For the latter, we
impose that q0 SM1j is set to zero to avoid co-linearities with
the observatory crustal offsets.
Independently of the parameterisation of the magnetic

field, we also want to estimate the so-called Euler angles
between the VFM orthogonal set of measurements and
the star camera reference frame, such that the mea-
sured vector field in the VFM reference frame can be
mapped into an Earth-centered, Earth-fixed reference
frame. The latter reference frame is usually the NEC sys-
tem of reference. We actually only compute corrections
of predefined Euler angles, for a series of 30-day win-
dows. The parameterisation and algorithm we used are
detailed in Rother et al. (2013) and are not repeated
here.

Inversion process
The relationships between data and model are given
by Equations 5 to 8 and lead to a linear system of
equations:

d = Ad g + ε (9)

to be solved, where d is the data vector, g is the vector of
Gauss coefficients defining the model and ε is this part
of the data that cannot be explained by our model. We
note that for mid-latitude data, the Equations 5 have to
be rotated into the SM system of coordinates because the
data at mid-latitudes are selected in that system. However,
for the internal part of the model, the data in the direction
ZSM are not used as they are strongly contaminated by the
external fields. This approach has been used in all models
of the GRIMM series. More details are provided in Lesur
et al. (2008).
As we try to estimate a core field model with a relatively

complex behaviour in time up to SH degree 18, the model
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is not fully resolved by the data and needs regularisation.
The regularisation chosen minimises the integral of the
squared second time derivative of the core field model
radial component over the model time span. Further, at
two single epochs close to the end point of the model, the
integral of the squared first time derivative of the radial
component of the core field model is minimised. This reg-
ularisation method defines three functionals at the core
radius c:

�1 or 2(t) = 1
4π c2

∫

(c)

|∂tBr(θ ,φ, r, t)|2 dω

for t = t1 and t = t2, and

�3 = 1
4π c2 (t2 − t1)

∫ t2

t1

∫

(c)

∣∣∂2t Br(θ ,φ, r, t)
∣∣2 dω dt,

(10)

which have to beminimised for the core field model Gauss
coefficients. Unlike Lesur et al. (2010), we control the
first and second time derivatives of the radial field, as
these time derivatives are poorly resolved by the brevity of
input data. Ultimately, this leads to three systems of linear
equations, one for each functional:

0 = λi LBi g i = 1, 2, 3. (11)

Equation 9 and 11 should be solved simultaneously by
least-squares where the λi are scalars that need to be
adjusted so that the satellite and observatory data are fit
to their expected noise level.
Since the Swarm satellite data set contains data during

manoeuvre days and since the most recent observatory
data are ‘only’ quasi-definitive data, we expect a higher
number of outliers than usual and a general distribution
of residuals deviating significantly from a Gaussian dis-
tribution. We therefore use a re-weighted least-squares
algorithm where at iteration j + 1, the datum value di in
Equation 9 is associated with a weight wj+1

i where:

wj+1
i =

⎧⎨
⎩

1
σi

for |di − Ad · gj| ≤ ki σi,
1
σi

[
ki σi

|di−Ad ·gj|
]1− ai

2 for |di − Ad · gj| > ki σi.

(12)

The gj are the set of Gauss coefficients obtained at iter-
ation j. σi is the prior standard deviation of the noise
associated with the datum di. The control parameters σi,
ki and ai are set before starting the iterative process and
are given in Table 2. They depend on the data type. The
iterative process is started by setting ai = 2 for all data
points - i.e. assuming a Gaussian distribution of residuals.

Table 2 Satellite and observatory data weight parameters, residual means and rms

Nb σ k a μ rms
A B C

Satellite

XSM 122,286 3.4 3.2 3.2 1.0 0.55 0.01 2.76

YSM 122,286 3.3 3.4 3.3 1.0 0.55 0.00 2.87

ZSM 122,286 5.4 5.4 5.5 1.0 0.55 −1.04 4.75

XHL 276,916 10.0 10.0 11.0 0.7 0.30 0.56 25.77

YHL 276,916 11.3 12.2 6.5 0.7 0.30 0.13 28.14

ZHL 276,916 11.0 11.0 7.0 0.7 0.30 0.04 13.76

XSM,Euler only 89,461 3.4 3.2 3.2 1.0 0.55 −0.02 2.94

YSM,Euler only 89,461 3.3 3.4 3.3 1.0 0.55 0.01 2.76

ZSM,Euler only 89,461 5.4 5.4 5.5 1.0 0.55 0.77 5.46

Observatories

XSM 31,614 4.5 1.0 0.40 0.27 4.03

YSM 31,614 4.2 1.0 0.40 −0.22 3.95

ZSM 31,614 7.0 1.0 0.40 −0.36 5.43

XHL 8,007 14.0 0.9 0.30 −4.34 24.59

YHL 8,007 7.0 0.9 0.30 1.19 15.56

ZHL 8,007 18.0 0.9 0.30 0.40 24.12

The first three rows for satellite and observatory data are mid- and low-latitude data, whereas the next three are for high-latitude data. The ‘SM, Euler only’ data are
used exclusively for calculating the Euler angles. Nb is the number of data values, σ is the prior standard deviation in nT, k and a are the weight parameters defined in
Equation 12, and finally μ and rms are the data residuals mean and rms values, respectively (both in nT).
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At each iteration, we therefore minimise the functional:

�j = [
d − Ad gj

]t Wj [d − Ad gj
]+ 3∑

i=1
λi

[
LBi gj

]t [LBi gj],
(13)

where j is the iteration number, and Wj is a diagonal
matrix which elements are (wj

i)
2, with wj

i defined by
Equation 12.
Once an acceptable solution is obtained, a threshold fil-

tering is applied to get rid of some remaining outliers.
Then, the Euler angles are estimated and the inversion
process is restarted. The final solution is reached when
the Euler angles are not changing significantly from one
iteration to the next.

Results and discussion
In Table 2, we present the fit to the data for all the used
subsets of data, together with the control parameters σi, ki
and ai. These are specified independently for each of the
satellites when necessary. The residual rms for the low-
latitude magnetic field components XSM, YSM and ZSM
data are in the same range as for the GRIMM models
based on CHAMP satellite data (see Lesur et al. 2015).
The ZSM component is included, as it enters in the Euler
angles and external field parameter estimation, but it does
not affect the estimation of the fields of internal origin
directly. The misfits for the high-latitude data are slightly
smaller than those obtained with CHAMP data for similar
model parameterisation. It is not clear yet why this occurs.
The magnetic data selected for the extended local time
window are only used for the Euler angle estimation. Since
early evening and late morning data are included, the fit to
the ZSM component is slightly degraded. Nonetheless, the
fit to these data remains surprisingly good.
The misfits for the observatory data are comparable to

those of the satellite data, although slightly degraded for
the mid- and low-latitude SM components. The mean of
the residuals is relatively high for the observatory XHL
component which is an indication of the strongly non-
Gaussian residual distribution. Overall, accounting for the
corrections applied to satellite data and the obligation to
use preliminary Dst index values for the selection and
modelling, the fit to the data is acceptable.
Figure 5 shows the histograms for three of the satellite

data components. The residuals for other data types show
similar distributions. The distributions, plotted in semi-
logarithmic scale, clearly show the deviation from the
Gaussian distribution. Our chosen weights correspond to
a Gaussian distribution of residuals for small errors, and
significant tails for large errors as shown by the blue dot-
ted line. Our chosen weights and associated distributions
of residuals allow prior error distributions that are com-
patible with the posterior distributions. It proves to be an

important step for obtaining high-quality magnetic field
models.
The power spectra of a snapshot of the model core

field and secular variation are presented in Figure 6 for
the epoch 2014.0. The epoch 2014.0 corresponds to a
time where satellite data and observatory data coverage
overlaps. The results discussed here are labelled DCO(o)
for dedicated core field where ‘o’ indicates the use of
observatory data for a modelling approach largely based
on development made in the Swarm SCARF DCO L2
framework (Rother et al. 2013). The power spectra of the
IGRF-GFZ candidates are also displayed for comparison.
The IGRF main field model candidate has been built from
its parent model snapshot for 2014.0, forwarded in time
by one year using the averaged SV of the parent model
from 2013.5 to 2014.5. The IGRF SV candidate for 2015
to 2020 is this average SV derived from the parent model.
While the differences for the two main field models in
Figure 6 only reflect the SV between 2014.0 and 2015.0
(the reference date for the IGRF), some significant differ-
ences between parent SV models appear above SH degree
8 (not shown in Figure 6). Besides the data updates since
the IGRF candidate submission, these differences may be
caused by changes in the preliminary Dst values, the cor-
rections applied on Swarm data and of course slightly
different values for the λ controlling the regularisation.
These increasing differences from SH degree 8 give some
indications on the SV model robustness. The poor mod-
elling of the SV above SH degree 8 is to be expected given
the limited time span of available Swarm and observatory
magnetic field vector data.
Figure 7 presents maps of the vertical down component

of the core field model and its SV for epoch 2014.0. The
main field model map shows the usual reverse patches
in the southern hemisphere and the undulations of the
magnetic equator. A close comparison with equivalent
maps for 2005 shows small evidence of westward drift in
the southern Atlantic (not shown). Similarly, the SV map
displays the usual weakness of the SV over the Pacific
and Antarctic regions. With only one year of data, it
is not possible to obtain reasonably accurate models of
the acceleration. We can nonetheless estimate the aver-
age acceleration since the CHAMP epoch at large scales.
This is displayed in Figure 8, where the acceleration
has been calculated at the Earth’s surface by scaled dif-
ferences between GRIMM-4 model SV for 2005 (Lesur
et al. 2015) and our SV estimate for 2014.0. Interest-
ingly, large peaks of acceleration during the CHAMP
era, first shown in Lesur et al. (2008) and as large as
30 nT/y2, average-out over several years. These acceler-
ation pulses (as described in Chulliat et al. (2010)) can
then be interpreted as magnetic field short-term distur-
bances over an otherwise smooth field evolution. The only
region where this average acceleration displays significant
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Figure 5 Residual histograms for three of the satellite data components. Histogram of the residuals for the XSM, YSM and ZHL data types, scaled by
their prior σ given in Table 2. Also, the Gaussian distribution is given in green, and the distributions corresponding to the weights in Equation 12 for
large residuals are shown in blue.
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Figure 6 Power spectra of the modelled magnetic fields. Power spectra of the magnetic field model and its SV, calculated for 2014.0 at the Earth’s
surface. The spectra for the model presented in this paper - i.e. DCO(o) - for the GFZ-IGRF candidates and the power of the differences between the
two models are also shown.

values is under Eastern Asia. Yet, it is not clear if that is a
transient or permanent feature of the geomagnetic field.
Figure 9 shows time series of the Euler angle corrections

for 30-day segments, estimated over the satellite data time
span, for all three satellites. The Euler angles are constant
during each 30-day period, but otherwise, no constraints
have been applied to limit their amplitudes or variations.
Although these corrections never exceed 20 arc sec, the

variability of the Euler angles is surprisingly high. This
is very likely not due to a lack of stability of the optic
bench, which rigidly links the VFM sensors to the star
cameras that define the spacecraft reference frame. The
apparent correlation of the angle variations after the first
third and before the last third of the period - i.e. at MJD
�5170 and MJD �5300 - is clearly associated with the
changes in northward versus southward flight directions
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Figure 7 Maps of the magnetic field model and its SV. Maps of the vertical down component of the magnetic field model for year 2014.0 at the
core mantle boundary. Top: snapshot of the core field. Bottom: snapshot of the SV.
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Figure 8 Map of the modelled averaged acceleration. Map of the vertical down component of the magnetic field average acceleration between
2005.0 and 2014.0 at the Earth’s surface.

of the satellites at these epochs in the selected nighttime
data set. As indicated in Rother et al. (2013), the Euler
angles may accumulate and respond to remaining noise or
signals due to various sources, as well as hidden timing
errors or poor/incompletemodelling of the external fields.
The local time dependence is less obvious than it was for
the CHAMP data, possibly because not enough Swarm
data have been accumulated yet. For CHAMP data, the
corrections were also of much larger amplitudes (up to 50
arc sec).

Conclusions
In the view of providing candidates for the new IGRF-
12, we processed a combination of Swarm satellite and
observatory data. In order to obtain robust models of the

main field, we first applied a correction to the satellite data
such that the strength of the magnetic field, as measured
by the VFM instrument, matches the data measured by
the absolute scalar instrument. Our underlying hypothesis
is that the discrepancies between these two instruments
are closely linked to the position of the Sun relative to
the satellite. So far, the corrections obtained with such a
hypothesis seem suitable. The results presented here are
actually part of a longer term study, made in close collabo-
ration with the European Space Agency and several other
European institutions. The ultimate goal is to identify
the original source of this perturbative signal such that,
firstly, the Swarm satellite data can be corrected to remove
that signal and, secondly, a new design can be adopted
in future satellite missions to avoid such difficulties. As
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Figure 9 Euler angle corrections. Time series of estimated Euler
angle corrections for constant rotations from VFM into S/C system
over 30-day segments. There are three angles for each satellite. Each
symbol defines the start of a 30-day interval.

stated in the text, the model presented here is not optimal
but corresponds to our best results available at the end of
2014.
Using these corrected data, we have been able to derive

accurate models of the geomagnetic field around epoch
2014.0. Since less than a year of satellite data had been
accumulated, the SV model - i.e. the magnetic field lin-
ear variation in time - is only accurate for the longest
wavelengths (up to SH degree 8). We therefore cannot
compare meaningfully maps of the SV at the CMB with
those obtained at earlier epochs. Nonetheless, the aver-
age acceleration of the magnetic field - i.e. its second
time derivative - between 2005 and 2014.0 is remarkably
weak at the Earth’s surface compared with the accel-
eration values obtained during the CHAMP era. This
observation strongly supports the view that the observed
acceleration peaks, which have been associated with
magnetic jerks in 2003, 2007 and 2010, correspond to
short-term disturbances of the field over an otherwise

slowly and, most of the time, smoothly evolving magnetic
field.
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